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Abstract
(Joint work with Alan S. Cigoli and James R. A. Gray) In a recent article,
we call a regular category algebraically coherent when the change-of-base
functors in its fibration of points are coherent, which means that they preserve
finite limits and jointly strongly epimorphic pairs of arrows. The present talk is
an introduction to the concept of algebraic coherence, focusing on examples
and basic properties. In particular, we will discuss equivalent conditions in the
context of semi-abelian categories, as well as some consequences: amongst
others, strong protomodularity, and normality of Higgins commutators of normal
subobjects.
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 JRA Gray: (LACC)	too	strong	to	include	all categories	of	interest.
Need	for	a	weaker	condition	which	does, while	still	implying	others
such	as	(SH),	(NH),	strong	protomodularity.
 A variation	on	it	appears	in [S Mantovani	&	G Metere, 2010].
 Needed	in	recent	work	of	AS Cigoli–S Mantovani–G Metere,
AS Cigoli–A Montoli	and	M Hartl–TVdL.
 Leads	to	non-trivial	results	such	as	the Three	Subobjects	Lemma.
 A situation	where	a	concept	in	Categorical	Algebra	corresponds
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 JRA Gray: (LACC)	too	strong	to	include	all categories	of	interest.
Need	for	a	weaker	condition	which	does, while	still	implying	others
such	as	(SH),	(NH),	strong	protomodularity.
 A variation	on	it	appears	in [S Mantovani	&	G Metere, 2010].
 Needed	in	recent	work	of	AS Cigoli–S Mantovani–G Metere,
AS Cigoli–A Montoli	and	M Hartl–TVdL.
 Leads	to	non-trivial	results	such	as	the Three	Subobjects	Lemma.
 A situation	where	a	concept	in	Categorical	Algebra	corresponds
to	a	concept	in	Topos	Theory. [G Janelidze, 2012]
Full	deﬁnition, basic	properties	I
In	a	ﬁnitely	complete	category X, a	pair (f; g) is jointly	strongly












if m is	a	monomorphism, then m is	an	isomorphism.
When X is	regular	and	admits	binary	sums, this	happens	if	and	only	ifv fg w : X + YÑ Z is	a	regular	epimorphism.
A functor	between	regular	categories	with	binary	sums	is	called coherent
when	it	preserves	ﬁnite	limits	and	jointly	strongly	epimorphic	pairs.
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ii all	kernel	functors Ker =!B : PtB(X)Ñ X are	coherent;
iii all B5() : XÑ X preserve	jointly strongly epimorphic	pairs.
Theorem
All categories	of	interest [G Orzech, 1976] are	algebraically	coherent.
Proposition
Algebraic	coherence	is	stable	under: taking	slices	and	coslices;
taking	internal	actions; taking	presheaves; taking	a	subcategory, closed
under	subobjects	and	products—in	particular, a	(regular	epi)-reﬂective
subcategory; taking	internal	categories, groups	or	(pre)crossed	modules.
 Groups; associative	algebras; Lie, Leibniz, Poisson	algebras;
n-nilpotent	or n-solvable	groups, rings, algebras; torsion-free
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 naturally	Mal’tsev	categories: all	abelian, additive, afﬁne	categories;
 all	coherent	categories—though	they	cannot	be	semi-abelian;
 HausT, HCompT for T a	semi-abelian	algebraically	coherent	theory;
 Ext(C)  NMono(C), for C semi-abelian	algebraically	coherent,
and CExtB(C) for B  C Birkhoff;
 two-nilpotent	semi-abelian	categories, where [X; X; X] = 0 for	all X.
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An	application: the Three	Subobjects	Lemma
Theorem	(Three	Subobjects	Lemma for	normal	subobjects)
If K, L, MC X in	an	algebraically	coherent	semi-abelian	category, then
[K; L;M] = [[K; L];M]_ [[M; K]; L]:
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[X; X; X] = [[X; X]; X]
holds	for	all	objects X.
Hence	two	alternative	approaches	to two-nilpotent	objects coincide.
Conclusion
A semi-abelian	category	is	called algebraically	coherent
when	the	change-of-base	functors	in	the	ﬁbration	of	points
preserve	jointly	strongly	epimorphic	pairs.
 (CAlg)	captures	consequences	of	(LACC)	while	still
having	all categories	of	interest as	examples.
 (CAlg)	has	good	stability	properties	and	interesting	consequences.
Current	questions:
 How	to	separate	(CAlg)	from	action	accessibility?
 Internal	groups? Algebras	in	(CAlg)	category?
More	in	our	paper arXiv:1409.4219.
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 (CAlg)	has	good	stability	properties	and	interesting	consequences.
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 How	to	separate	(CAlg)	from	action	accessibility?
 Internal	groups? Algebras	in	(CAlg)	category?
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